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Chapter: <Root level>

Welcome

SimpleCube is a visual interface to a Desktop OLAP cube (provided using the FastCube component from Fast Reports Inc). The data is held in memory so is 

very fast to access. Various views of the data (slices of the cube) can be seen via the Grid windows or charted in the Chart windows. A variety of 

statistical analyses can be explored in the Statistics window and all data, charts, grids and statistics can be exported to Excel files.

The windows can be arranged as the user wishes and the model file will save the locations and sizes. Alternatively, the windows can be viewed as tabs 

giving a larger space for each display.
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SimpleCube models can import raw data from Text files, MS Excel spreadsheets, ODBC Sources or user designed SQL Queries.

A SimpleCube model file holds all the data as well as parameters for the grids, charts, statistics and dashboards. The file is in a proprietary compressed 

format to save disk space. This allows files to be shared easily but users need to be aware that no encryption is applied to the file and data and other 

parameters could be extracted.

An alternative format is the template file (use Save Template / Load Template). This holds everything in a model apart from the data and so can be shared. 

Local data can then be loaded to use in the template.

PRO Features

The PRO version can read all the standard version files but adds a number of extra features:

• Import using a user designed SQL query (SQL Import)

• Specify and convert field types on import (Import Fields)

• Create / Export Dashboards (Dashboards)

• Extra features for charts (Chart Extra Functions)

Dashboards are special windows holding controls that show a selection of information. The user can design the dashboard using a rich array of controls and 
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then distribute it to end users who can access it with a simple viewer. This allows a simpler view of key data without the complexity of manipulating grids 

and charts.

BASIC Features

For those who don't even need all the standard features, a BASIC version is available that only offers grid and charting capacity (no statistics or 

dashboards).
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Chapter: Welcome > 

Principles

• The underlying engine of SimpleCube is FastCube (Fast Reports Inc). This engine belongs to the Desktop OLAP class.

• SimpleCube consists of data storage, a grid view of a “slice” of the data, a chart view of a “slice”, a statistics module and a reporting module.

• The data storage contains all the data that is loaded into the program – data is imported once and then retained in memory and saved to the model 

file. There is no need for preliminary sorting and grouping of the data source (an SQL query or a table).

• During import the data is processed, and the structure that is the most suitable for further analysis is created. 

• Grids and charts receive the data from the storage. We can create several grids and charts with different structures but still associated with one 

data storage.

• A grid is responsible for displaying the data from a slice and allows the user to manage the fields, filters and other settings.

• There is an option for saving and loading just the grid, statistic, report and chart templates. 

• A template contains the filters, field selections, calculations, layouts and everything else except the actual data. Using a template allows the one 

analysis template to be applied to different versions of data. The main issue with using template is that the fields referred to in the template must 

exist in the data import or else some of the layout in the template will be empty.

• Normally, the complete model will be saved and loaded. This file contains all the data as well as the template. The file is compressed, reducing size 

and assisting in sharing the information with others.

Data layout

In an OLAP cube, data is loaded from a standard database / spreadsheet format. Each column / field of the data becomes a dimension (so really, it is a 

multidimensional object and not normally a cube).

For example, the following data is in the sample folder of the program
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When imported, this will create a 5-dimensional "cube" for us to examine.

Slices

Slices of the data are just three dimensional - one or more columns are presented on the grid window as the rows, one or more are presented as columns 

and the data part of the grid shows some form of accumulation of all the data at the "intersection" of these fields.

For example, we could show the country name in the row, the Population as the column and the Average population in the data (i.e. average over the 

years).

The power of this software is the ease of setting up the slices, the speed of the processing and the ability of display, graph and report on these "windows" 

into the data store.

Copyright © 2012-2017 AJB DataSoft
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Main toolbar

Function
Create a new, blank model file

Open a Model or Template file

Save the model or template to a file

Save the file with a different name

Import data from a file (SQL, MS Access, Excel or Text)

Reload data from original source (source must still exist)

Allows a selection of the grids, charts and statistics to be 

exported to an Excel file

Add a new Grid window

Add a new Chart window
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Add a new Statistics window (STD or PRO versions only)

Add a new Dashboard window (PRO version only)

Turn all windows into tabs

Restore tabs back to windows

Cascade all windows

Tile windows horizontally

Tile windows vertically

Show the raw data originally loaded

Shows the data structure (which fields are used in the model 

and their types). This can be useful in setting up an 

appropriate data source for import to a template.

Help

Copyright © 2012-2017 AJB DataSoft
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Chapter: Welcome > 

Help

The Help Menu

Details

When a model or template is loaded a message can appear with user created notes relevant to that file. This can be useful in explaining what a model file is 

meant to do, required locations of data for a template or other general information such as a company name.

Detail text can be edited by clicking the menu item "Edit Details" which brings up a dialogue box:

The details edit dialogue is shown on first saving a model or template - after that, the help menu item can be used to edit the text.

On loading the file (or clicking the menu item "Details"), the message appears
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Help

This displays this help file

About

This displays the version number and registered user.

Check for Updates.

Updates are checked every week, but this menu item allows them to be checked for at any time. There needs to be an active internet connection for the 

update check to work.

Copyright © 2012-2017 AJB DataSoft
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Chapter: Welcome > 

Files

A model file contains all the data as well as the details of grid, chart and report layouts.

A template file only contains the grid, chart and report details, but does not include any data.

Create a new, blank model file

Open a Model or Template file

Save the model or template to a file

Save the file with a different name

Import data from a file

Export grids, charts and statistics to an Excel file

Refresh loaded data

Loading a model file replaces all the data and other details. Loading a template file wipes the data and replaces the grid, chart and report details. Data can 

then be loaded into a template file using the Import Data tool. The benefit of the Template is that it can be distributed without needing to also include 

sensitive data.

Full model files or templates can be saved.

Data can also be exported from the Grid or an image of the chart sent to the clipboard.

When a template file is opened, the hint message displays a reminder that it is a template file and reminds the user to load data first. Note that most 

functions are disabled until the data has been loaded.
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Saving a file

When a file is saved for the first time, a dialog appears allowing the user to include notes about the purpose or details of the data.

If text is entered, it appears in a pop-up message when the file is next opened. For example:
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File details can be edited at any time using the "Edit Details" menu item under the Help Menu

Copyright © 2012-2017 AJB DataSoft
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Chapter: Welcome > Files > 

Import

Data can be imported from a wide variety of formats. 

MS Excel imports from XLS or XLSX files.

SQL data opens another dialog allowing the creation of ad-hoc SQL queries on any ODBC database.

Text Delimited formats need the field names in the first row and a CRLF at the end of each row. Delimiters between data columns are specified in the 

dialogue:
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(further formats can be added on request)

Keep Data Field Definitions

If a model has already been established and some data loaded, place a tick in this setting if you would like to maintain all the structure in the model while 

just reloading data. Note that the field names have to be identical for the data to be imported correctly.

A similar effect can be obtained by saving a model as a Template(no data is included in this). Then, data can be imported after loading the template.

NB: The Fields Information function is designed to help users work out the required format of imported data.

Clicking on this shows a list of all the fields in the loaded data, with the ones used in any grid in 

bold - these are the minimum data columns that would need to be imported.
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The Export to Excel button produces a blank Excel file with the required field names in the top row. This file can be filled with data and then used to import 

into the model / template without any loss of functionality. 

Copyright © 2012-2017 AJB DataSoft
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Chapter: Welcome > Files > 

Import Fields

Once the source of the import has been defined, the "Import from:" displays the location

Clicking the Import button, sends you to the "Check Field Data Types" dialog where you can modify the imported data field type if required.
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"Display Name" allows the user to change the column heading shown in grids. By default it is the same as the Field Name.

The "Forced type" drop-down list is the new data type the data will be forced into.

The "Value on Conversion Error" box holds the value that will be substituted in case the type conversion causes an error. If this is left blank, Null will be 

used.

Navigate from one field to the next by clicking in the displayed data grid or on the Forward/Back buttons 

Copyright © 2012-2017 AJB DataSoft
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Chapter: Welcome > Files > 

Calculated Fields

PRO Version only

Calculated fields can be added to the underlying data set and then act as any other (allowing grouping, aggregates, filtering, charting and statistics to use 

the fields).

Open the fields display from the main ribbon

The Calculated Fields button appears at the bottom of the window 

which brings up the following dialogue:
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Click Add to create a new field and fill in the Fieldname (NB: This must be different to any others in the dataset).

Choose the datatype (typically "Double") and then click Edit to edit the script that performs the calculation.
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Variables or functions can be added to the script by double-clicking the required item in the tree. The script just needs to set Result to some value.

For example:

procedure OnCalculate_Sample(var Result: Variant);

begin

  Result := CubeFields['Price'].CurrentValue * CubeFields['Quantity'].CurrentValue;

end; 

Click the Save icon to save the script (syntax errors are checked on saving or manually by clicking the script check button: )
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Chapter: <Root level>

Grid

The Grid Window is the core element of the data analysis. Within it, the user selects the fields, calculations and filters.

Drop location for column fields. To display a measure, you 

must drag the "Measures" region into this space. Dragging 

other fields here splits the measure into columns - one 

column for each unique value in the field.
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Drop location for row fields. This splits the measure into 

rows with one row for each unique value in the field.

Drop location for measure fields

Drop location for data filters

Clicking on the menu button  produces a list of all the fields in the data store. These fields can then be dragged to the column , row , 

filter  areas

Clicking the menu button  shows the list of current measures and allows some or all to be selected for display. Measures can be created and

double-clicking in this list or by clicking the Edit Measures button  in the grid ribbon menu

Grid ribbon menu

Display raw data loaded from source

Display and change the fonts and colours of the grid

Create a duplicate copy of this grid in another window

Rename the window. Note that every window must have a unique name

Export the grid to HTML, Excel, XML, Word

Hide row zeros

Hide column zeros

Change the sort-type of the rows (axis values, measure totals or selected column)

Change the sort-type of the columns (axis values, measure totals or selected column)

Edit the fields in the measures region (Calculations, Aggregates)

Change the background colours or font styles of selected data ranges within each column
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Change the format of selected columns

Clear fields from the grid

Transpose rows and columns

Display a field list allowing direct adding of fields to certain areas in the grid (alternative to using the  menu)

Display statistics on the size and speed of the grid creation

Wizard to set up multiple columns with different filtering on each. Useful for counting number of items within a certain range.

Wizard to add multiple columns each with a different descriptive statistic about the data

Copyright © 2012-2017 AJB DataSoft
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Chapter: Grid > 

Measures

A Measure field is an aggregate or calculation field in the grid. These are created and manipulated by clicking on the Edit Measures  button in the toolbar 

above the grid. The value of each Measure is displayed in the body of the grid.

If a field is dragged into the central space (see Grid topic) on the grid, it is automatically added to the measures section with a "Sum" aggregate. More 

fields can be added by dragging or by clicking the "Add" button in the dialog box.

Data Columns

In the left panel, all current Measures are listed. The check box next to the Caption determines whether the particular measure will be displayed or not.

In the image below, only two of the four measures are displayed in the grid.
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Definition

Name This must be unique and can be used in filter and calculation columns

Caption This is what appears in the grid

Aggregate Relevant only if the Aggregate Radio button is selected. The function applied 

is one of: Sum, Count, Minimum, Maximum, Average, Multiplication, Variance, 

Std Deviation, Sample Variance, Sample Std Deviation, Skewness, Kurtosis, 

Count Unique, First Value, List Unique, Last Value, Median, Lower Quartile, 

Upper Quartile, 10th Percentile, 90th Percentile 

Base Field This is the underlying data field that is used for the aggregation

Aggregate

The drop down list under Aggregate holds the field names that can be used to aggregate. Note that string fields can only have limited aggregations (First 

value, Last Value and Count). If the Count Aggregation is selected, the Base Field list is not required as it does not matter which field is being counted - 

this function just counts the number of rows in this part of the data.

Calculation

If the Aggregate is chosen as "Calculation" or "Calculation (detail)", the fields "Function" and "Order" become enabled.

Selecting a common script can be made from the drop-down list, or Double-Click inside the select box to open up a script editor (see ). The "Calculate all 

cells" turns on calculation for all cells including "empty" ones.

A calculation is applied to each row in turn and the result of this is available for display or accumulation. If the Aggregate function is "Calculation", formulae 

can only reference other measure fields, so it is sensible to use meaningful titles for the "Measure name".

If the Aggregate function is "Calculation (detail)", the source data is available and this feature allows the provision of user defined aggregation functions. 

The "Order" field sets the calculation order and is important if one calculation measure refers to another as the first must be calculated before the second.
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An example calculation formula is:

begin

  if (Measures['Measure_Population'].CurrentValue > 0) then

  Result := (Measures['Measure_Area'].CurrentValue / Measures['Measure_Population'].CurrentValue) else

  Result := 0;

end.

This calculates the Area per Person for a given country. Care needs to be taken with the aggregates applied to the Population and Area measures, as it is 

the aggregated value that is used in the calculation.

Normal Pascal Syntax is used and a wide variety of functions and other tools are available.

Filter

In addition to calculations or aggregates, a filter can be applied to the data that is to be used in the measure. The filter uses the same logic as a 

calculation formula but must return a result of True (use the figure in the calculation) or False (don't use the figure). The other significant difference is that 

the filter needs to refer to the SliceFields values rather than the Measure Values as we are filtering data before it is sent to the Measure for calculation / 

aggregation.

An example filter formula is:

begin

  if (SliceFields['Area'].CurrentValue < 300000) then

  Result := False else                                               

  Result := True;

end.

Copyright © 2012-2017 AJB DataSoft
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Chapter: Grid > 

Display Formats

The style for each measure can be set on this page. How the value is treated is given in the "Category" box. This then determines what is seen in the 

format pane on the right.

A measure is normally displayed as a value (the most common one is the "Original value"), but can also be displayed as an icon or with a shaded background 

using the "Style" tab.

The Alignment and Display As settings can also be set by right-clicking inside the column on the grid:
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The Display As settings take a little getting used to as apart from "Original Value" and "Grand total percent" they all relate to the subset or group the values 

lie within rather than the whole grid.

Total percent by row

If the columns have more than one level, this setting displays the values as percentages within each level.

For example, if the original grid looks like this

Changing the Sum of Amount measure "Display As" to "Total percent by row" yields this:
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Note that the Grand total is 100% and the sub items in each row (Australia to Texas) add up to the 100% - i.e. the values are now represented as 

percentages of the total for that measure in that row.

Total percent by column

This represents the values as percentages of the total for the sublevel. For example, if the original grid looked like this
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Changing the Sum of Amount measure "Display As" to "Total percent by column" yields this:
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Note that the percentages in each sub-level combine to give the percentage for the Total and the Total percenatges combine to give 100% for the Grand 

total

Group percent by row/column

Rather than taking the percentage of the whole sublevel, if any groups have been created, the display generates percentages relevant to the group.

Ranking

Just as with the percentages, the ranking refers to within the sublevel rather than the whole grid

Using the previous example, if the Sum of Amount measure "Display As" is set to "Rank by column" it gives:
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The ranks are (1=largest...n=smallest) and the ranks listed for the Totals are their ranks compared to the Grand total, while the ranks for individual rows 

show the rank of the value within the sublevel (eg: New York has the highest value within the sublevel of "Electronic goods").

Copyright © 2012-2017 AJB DataSoft
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Chapter: Grid > 

Styles

Each Measure can have its cells styled based upon the ranges defined here. 

Fore and background colours can be changed, values can be displayed as bars or icons, with or without the cell value as well.

Two and three colour scales are predefined: Click on "Add" or "Edit"
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The first setting only allows for four different types of shading and limits the gradient direction to horizontal

All cells are shaded according to the cell values.

Continuous highlighting applies highlights to all cells in the column based upon cell value and is selected by the first radio button:
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Colour scale highlighting fills each cell's background with a colour calculated from the given colour gradient scale. The editor dialog sets the values for the 

extreme points and their corresponding colours, and also for one intermediate point for the three colour scale. The values for the points can be set either 

as absolute numbers ("Number" option) or as one of the following relative options:

• Minimum by row/column - minimal measure value in row/column

• Percent by row/column - value field sets the percent relative to minimal and maximal measure values in row/column

• Percentile by row/column - value field sets the percentile relative to measure values in row/column

An example of two colour and three colour scale highlighting:

An example of bar highlighting with and without visible cell values:

An example showing icon set highlighting with and without values
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Conditional Highlighting

Conditional highlighting only colours cells that meet the conditions specified. This mode is selected by clicking the second radio button:

Highlight rules can process measure data as value, text or data, or as NULL. Allowable conditions depend on the type of the measure's data. So, for 

example, value processing allows "greater" and "lower" conditions while text processing allows "contains" and "not contains" conditions, which look for a 

substring within a text string:
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The "Style..." button opens the drawing style editor:

The style editor has options for the background fill style and colour, and text style and colour. Solid fill style only requires a "Fill Color 1" value, but gradient 

fills also require a "Fill Color 2" value.

Copyright © 2012-2017 AJB DataSoft
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Grid Menus

Right-click menus exist for a number of areas on the grid

Row Header

Right clicking of the "Country_name" header gives the above menu.

Custom Filter Create a custom filter using the text, value, date or state of the data. 

Conditions can be combined using AND or OR operators to give a very 

flexible approach

Groups Items in this column can be grouped by the user and summary data provided 

for each group. An example could be to select certain warehouse items to 

fall under a "plastic" or "wood" group

Create

new group The user can select which items go into this group
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<other> group All items not in a group are added to this

Show Top N This filters by the size of a selected measure

Right-clicking any of the items below the "Country_name" header gives a shorter menu of actions only applicable to that record:

Move to group Once groups have been created, this menu item allows for the quick 

assignation of items to groups

Copyright © 2012-2017 AJB DataSoft
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Chapter: Grid > 

Grid Regions

The Grid is an interactive tool for the presentation and analysis of data. There are multilevel headers in the left and top parts of the grid. The 'headers' are 

filled with the dimension values; there are both horizontal and vertical 'headers'. The central part of the grid displays the values of the measures.

The grid consists of several regions, identified by numbers above:

1. the grid title

2. the filter region : dimensions included in this region can be used for filtering the grid data

3. the vertical dimension headers : dimensions included in this region form the grid's vertical header

4. the horizontal dimension headers : dimensions included in this region form the grid's horizontal header

5. the vertical header of the grid

6. the horizontal header of the grid

7. data region
8. the list of fields : the fields required for processing are dragged from the dropdown list : fields not required are dragged back to this list

9. list of Top-N filters : filters can be modified through the context menu for this field

10. the region showing aggregates for the selected cells : can be modified through the context menu

11. the scale editor
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Totals

As well as dimension values the grid can also show Total values. Total value is an aggregated measure value over a group of dimension values. A Total 

value is calculated using the default aggregate function for the measure.

The various levels of Total are shown in this partial grid:

Use the dimension context menu to change the position of Totals (before or after), to hide Totals and to manage the aggregate functions.
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The Measures Editor allows customisation of the way totals are calculated and their position in the grid.

A Total value is calculated using the default aggregate function for the measure. The aggregate function to be used can be changed or can even be 

implemented using a script, if required.

The Total calculation can be made either on the source dataset values or on total values of a child level. This can be set using the "Calc totals on to 

totals" checkbox. If this option is checked then the axis from which to take the Total value (either columns or rows) must be set. This can be set using 

"Use column totals as base".

Sometimes a situation can arise where, according to the dimensions parameters, each axis requires a different aggregate function with a different values for 

particular cells. So there is a conflict of which aggregate function to use. The "Totals conflict resolution" group-box has options for solving the conflict. A 

conflicting cell will not be calculated by default.

The "Total position" parameter defines how to show the Total for the axis with the "Measures" field for those dimensions which have the Totals position set 

to "From measure".

Extra totals can be shown (as well as the main one) from the right-click menu. Right-click on the dimension for which the totals are to be added and then 

select one of the functions listed - a check mark now appears against the function and an extra total line will appear below the total line for each value of 
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the dimension.
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Grand totals can only be managed through the right-click context menu.
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Drill Down

Drill up/down

Grid data can be collapsed (drilled up) to exclude the values of the dimensions located below from processing or can be expanded (drilled down). These 

operations are performed using the "-" and "+" buttons located on both headers of the grid.

To group the data by the value of a certain dimension, you need to click the "-" button of the corresponding dimension. And conversely, to refine the data 

click the "+" button.

These buttons are identified as '1' and '2' below:

1. drill up button

2. drill down button

Drilling up or drilling down changes the structure of the grid header and the data region. The two illustrations below show how the grid looks after drilling 

down on "service center" and then after drilling up on "Consumption":

Only the main Total shows when a dimension item is collapsed.

It is possible to collapse the grand totals. The result depends on whether or not the "Measures" field is placed in the collapsed axis. An axis without 

measures collapses with the hiding of all the cells except the grand total cell. An axis with measures can collapse grand totals for each measure 

independently. The collapse of measure grand totals hides all the cells of that measure. Collapsing the grand totals of all the measures hides all the cells 

except the grand total cells for each measure.

Drill through

Double-clicking on a data cell opens a window showing a Detail Table which contains the source data rows used for calculation of the selected cell:
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Export the detail grid to Excel, HTML or XML

Choose the columns to be displayed in the detail grid
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Chapter: Grid > 

Rotation

The grid layout can easily be changed by moving the dimensions between the three regions: filter region, row dimensions region and column dimensions 

region. In OLAP terms, this operation is called rotation, because it corresponds to rotating a multidimensional data array. Data rotation enables the same 

information to be analysed from different perspectives.

To rotate data in the grid the various dimensions must be dragged with the mouse from one region to another. As the mouse is dragged over the grid a 

special pointer shows where the dimension will go if the button mouse is released at that moment (see grid below):

This is the resultant grid after the "Item" dimension has been moved from the row dimensions region to the column dimensions region:
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The move can also be made using the field list dialog of the grid:
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As well as partial rotation it is also possible to perform total rotation (grid transposition).

This operation moves all the row dimensions to the column region and all the column dimensions to the row region. Unlike partial rotation, grid transposition 

does not require the recalculation of data cells and as a result is instantaneous. Transpose a grid using the 'Transpose' button on the toolbar.

Our transposed grid looks like this:
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Filtering

Data filtering is performed by excluding certain dimension values from the analysis.

Please note that it does not matter in which region of the grid this dimension is located (filter region, row dimensions region or column dimensions region). 

Filtered values are not only hidden in the grid header but are also excluded from measures and Totals calculations.

Values of dimensions can be filtered using the drop-down list which is opened with a mouse-click on the dimension filtering button ('1' below):

Key to the grid above:

1. dimension filtering button

2. list of dimension values

3. drop-down list toolbar

Checked values in the drop-down list are visible in the grid. If unchecked, all the corresponding rows of the source data are excluded from grid calculations. 

Values are toggled either by clicking on its checkbox or by selecting the value and pressing the spacebar on the keyboard. Holding the Ctrl button down 

while clicking a checkbox turns off all the values except the clicked one.

Depending on the grid settings, changes may be applied automatically or by the Apply button.

The toolbar may contain the following commands:

• Mark all values as visible

• Mark all values as hidden

• Toggle visible <> hidden

• Show only the values that are not filtered by other dimensions

• Apply changes and close list

• Cancel changes and close list
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Filters can also be applied through the grid context menu:

Custom filters can be applied by selecting the context menu item "Custom filter..." Right-click on the dimension header to show this context menu:
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The Range Editor opens:

Multiple conditions can be set within the one custom filter
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Filtering affects measures and the calculation of Totals, but the grid can also be set to simply hide particular nodes in the headers. In this case the hidden 

nodes do not affect measures and the calculation of Totals. Node hiding can only be set using the context menu.

Measures can also filter values before calculating them. To filter on a Measure, it must be edited and a filter applied through the use of a script.

Only SliceFields can be used in a filter expression, not aggregate Measure Fields (unless they are calculation fields).
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Chapter: Grid > 

Grouping

SimpleCube can collect several dimension values into a group. Grouping is a two stage process - group creation followed by population with values.

Grouping features:

• unlimited number of dimension groups

• empty groups allowed

• empty groups not shown on axes

• groups must have unique names inside a dimension

• a dimension value cannot belong to more than one group

• inclusion of a dimension value in one group automatically excludes it from all other groups

• a dimension value can be excluded from grouping

• a system group "Others" can be created, which includes all values not belonging to any other group

• group deletion automatically excludes all the values it contains

• group creation, deletion, renaming, value inclusion and exclusion can be performed while the cube is active

• a filter window shows all groups and their members : group filtering state depends on member states

• moving a dimension from one region to another does not reset groups

• dimension groups are saved in cube files together with the dimension members

The axis shows dimensions having groups at two levels: group level and member level. The group level contains dimension group names and also dimension 

values that do not belong to any group. The member level contains the values which belong to the groups. A group can be in a collapsed state, in which 

case the group members are not shown. If all groups are collapsed then the member level is not shown.

Beware! any operation involving a group, including collapse/expansion, causes measure recalculation because of the change to the axis.

An example of a grid where the "Manager" dimension has no grouping:
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The same grid with the dimension "Manager" having two groups, "Dept.1" and "Dept.2", each manager having been moved to the correct Department group:

Note that group "Dept.1" is expanded and group "Dept.2" is collapsed. Also, manager "Viktoria Pobednaya" does not belong to any group since she works in 

"Dept.3". To create a group for her:

First open the context menu by right-clicking on value "Viktoria Pobednaya". The "Move to group" options are : add to a previously created group, or start a 

new group. For example, choose "Create new...":
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Enter a department name:

The new group is created and "Viktoria Pobednaya" is moved to it:

The filter drop-down list for the "Manager" dimension now looks like this:
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Chapter: Grid > 

Scripting

Scripts can be used for both measure and filter calculations.

Calculated measures

To create a calculated measure we need to set the aggregate type as "Calculation" or as "Calculation (detail)" in the measure editor.

The two types of calculated measure are:

Calculation based on other measure values ("Calculation")

Measures which are calculated after other measures have been built using the standard measure processing. The calculation function has access to other 

measure values, dimension values and previous measure values. The "Calculate all

cells" checkbox turns on calculation for all cells, including "empty" cells (cells which do not have corresponding rows in the source data).

Calculation based on source data ("Calculation (detail)")

Measures which are calculated on source data and built together with standard measures. The calculation function has access to the current source data 
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row and to dimension values. The "Calculate all cells" checkbox is disabled for this type of calculation.

The use of either type of calculated measure requires either a new calculation function to be written or an existing function to be chosen in the "Function" 

field - double-clicking on the "Function" field opens the measure editor. If the "Function" field is empty then a new function is automatically created.

The "Order" field sets the calculation order.

Script Editor

The script editor is invoked to define calculation and filtering scripts. Scripts can be created in the "Common" area which will allow them to be used by 

different grids, or if created in the "Slice" tab (as show above), will be available just for this particular Grid.

The script editor window has three areas:

1. toolbar

2. text editor with syntax highlighting

3. treeview with available variables, functions and classes

The toolbar contains the actions for checking syntax, saving changes, cancelling changes and choice of programming language.

The text editor is used to compose and edit the function code (a 'script'). The function code is a program written in the chosen language that is interpreted 

by FastScript at calculation time. The function code must return a value through the "Result" variable.
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Double-clicking on any of the items in the right-hand panel adds them to the script at the cursor location.

The script has access to the following grid elements:

dimension list - Dimensions : TDimensions;

measure list - Measures : TMeasures;

field list - SliceFields : TfcxSliceFields;

service variable - CustomObject: TfcxCustomObject.

The service variable enables the reading/writing of user data for a particular measure cell. For example, a pointer for future use can be assigned to any 

object created in the calculation function. Each cell has its own service variable. The CustomObject can only be used in measures built on source data. If 
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the CustomObject variable contains a pointer to an allocated object or memory area then it must be deallocated after use. 

For this purpose a 'Final: boolean' argument is passed to the function body. If 'Final' = 'True' then the finalization procedure is activated, which includes 

memory deallocation.

Here is an example script for a "Calculated" type of Aggregate (i.e. using the values of other measures to determine this one)

NB: the if VarType(wp) <=1 checks to see if wp is null or unassigned. If so, it forces wp to be 0.

A function which calculates the measure value on other measures is called once for each cell (dimension intersection). If "Calc all cells" is not set then the 

function is not called for empty cells.

A function which calculates the measure value on source data is called for each cell as many times as rows exist in the source data. The function has two 

arguments: Result and Final:

Result - current measure value

Final - true when this is a final call, otherwise false

The final call occurs for each non-empty cell when the source data traverse has finished. In this case the function Final argument has the value "True". The 

final call is needed for performance supplementary calculations and for memory deallocation.

In the following example there are two functions:

AmountScriptOnGetValue function - calculates sum of "Amount"" field : note that summation occurs only when Final = False

AveragePriceOnGetValue function - calculates average price : requires the summation of values of "Amount" and "Cost" measures and calculation of the 

average in the final call : note that the CustomObject variable is used to store the sum of the "Amount" measure : memory deallocation is not needed as 

memory has not previously been allocated.
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CustomObject.Value is a simple pointer and so can hold an integer value. If it had been set to an object or other variable type, this would need to be 

handled properly. To allocate the memory, check CustomValue.ValueIsNil - if so, allocate as required.

For example:

if CustomObject.ValueIsNil then CustomValue.Value := New(PDouble);

...

CustomValue.Value^ := someCalculatedDoubleValue

...

if Final and not CustomValue.ValueIsNil then Dispose(CustomValue.Value);
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Chapter: <Root level>

Chart

The Chart window allows visualisation of a slice of data. The Chart can be linked to a particular Grid and will then synchronise to any changes in the grid, or 

can stand alone with its own view of the data.

Use the Chart ribbon menu in the title bar to select a Grid to link to or leave it as stand alone. As updating charts when Grids change can take some time 

and resources, the Active state can be set - by default a new grid is inactive.
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Makes the Chart Window Active or not. This button is depressed if it is active. The default for a new Chart Window is to be inactive

Links the chart to a particular grid data slice so that the chart is visualising what is shown in the grid.

Uses its own slice of data rather than linking to a grid. Note that only one of Link to Grid or Standalone can be set

Opens a dialog box to manage the properties of the chart and slice that underpins the grid. If the Chart is linked, the slice properties 

cannot be changed

Creates a duplicate copy of this chart

Rename the window. Note that every window must have a unique name

Deletes this chart element from the model
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The Data Manager only becomes available if the chart is "standalone". Use the 

Data Manager to extract the data you wish to chart.

Freeze Chart (stop the display changing with changes to data)

Marks - show data labels on the chart

Legend - show / hide the chart legend

Shows a manipulation toolbar allowing the chart to be moved, rotated, zoomed 

within the window.

Paging
If the linked grid has multiple fields in the row dimensions, the chart can be paged by one of the parent fields (paging cannot be done on the right-most, 

child field as a page shows the subset of data from the fields to the right of the parent).

When paging is active, page control appear overlaid on the chart:
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Chapter: Chart > 

Chart Properties

The default properties page shows the type of chart and the data selection options for the current chart. 
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The upper level tabs control the Chart Data and Chart Properties.

Chart Data allows for control over the data being shown on the chart (as well as the default type and parameters of chart)

Default Chart Type This specifies the normal type of chart to be drawn. Different types can still be 

specified for each series by using the Chart Properties tab.

Series Data This allows the setting of the parameters for collection of data from the attached 

grid

Extra Functions PRO VERSION Only. This allows extra lines to be added to the chart that indicate 

some extra function such as a trend line, curve fit, moving average.

Chart Properties allows for all parts of the chart display to be customised (titles, axes, series type, colours, legend, paging, 2D/3D look as well as 

specialised tools and printing).
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Chapter: Chart > 

Default Chart Type

Double Clicking on any of the chart types selects it as the default type and displays the "Series Data" page.

Some Chart types may be greyed out if there are insufficient columns of data in the linked grid - for example, the Bubble Chart needs two columns - the 

second one holds the radius of each bubble.
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Chapter: Chart > 

Series Data

Apply Button - This is only enabled when sufficient detail has been provided and must be clicked to make changes to the type of chart displayed. Note 
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that any changes made via the Chart Properties tab will be lost when the Apply Button is clicked.

X-Axis

Coordinates on the X-axis are usually sequential (i.e. each row of data is displayed in turn from left to right). If this is chosen, the labels on the axis display 

the values of the row headers in the grid.

The drop-down list allows any particular column to be chosen instead of a simple sequential approach

Page on field

This drop-down only appears if there is more than one field in the row dimensions. Selecting a field in this list sets the chart paging mode so that each item 

in the field is displayed on a single chart page.

Y-Values

All columns All grid columns are used for Y-value data (if X-Axis in not 

sequential, then the X-Axis column is not also used for 

Y-Values)

Selected A drop-down list allows the selection of particular columns

 

use the check boxes to select the required columns

Detail Values The data underpinning the summary values shown in the grid 

are used in the chart. Each row contains a detail dataset 

underneath it and so a considerable number of data points are 

possible

Series Separated in 3D If the chart contains more than one series, each series can be 

displayed on top of each other or staggered in 3D so that 

earlier series are in front of later series and a perspective view 

can more clearly show each one

Detail Column This is the grid column the underpinning data comes from. Any 

filtering for the column is respected in extracting the details

Detail Display Combined = show each detail set as a separate series

Single Records = show each detail set as a separate chart 

(and so display navigation buttons on the chart)
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Popup Point Details

When a series point is clicked with the mouse, a pop-up will appear. By default, this just shows the coordinates of the point, but this button allows the 

display to be customised

Point Captions

This dropdown only appears if there is more than one field in the row dimensions. Selecting the appropriate checkboxes determines the text labels displayed 

on the X-axis.

Lower panel

The space below the Y-Values selection is used by certain types of chart to select the other columns of data.

For example, a bubble chart requires a further column with information about the radius of each bubble:
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Chapter: Chart > 

Extra Functions

Add a function line to the chart

Remove the selected function line from the chart

Clear all functions from the chart

Add a function

Clicking on the  button brings up the add function dialogue.

Curve Fitting Fits a polynomial curve to the data points

Trend Line of Best Fit Fits a least-squares line of best fit

Moving Average Calculates the moving average for each subset

Smoothed Moving Average Calculates a smoothed moving average for each subset

Root Mean Square value Determines the RMS value for a subset of values

Bollinger Bands Draws two lines: one above and one below the moving average

Cross Points Places dots at points of intersection between two series

Average Calculates the average of a set of values

Median Calculates the median of a set of values

Mode Calculates the mode of a set of values

Options

All functions require a datasource (some need two)
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The datasource is one of the columns in the grid.

The line style allows a number of style settings to be set for the line and "Include in Legend?" determines whether the function line is indicated in the chart 

legend.

Line Style Settings Dialogue
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Chapter: <Root level>

Statistics

The Statistics window allows a range of statistical tests to be applied to the data displayed in a particular grid.

Each Statistics window must be linked to a grid before any calculations can be done.

Sets the Active state of the Window. When Active, the statistics are calculated. When 

Inactive, the window displays the inactive graphic.

Some calculations can take a long time. If Auto is active, the figures are recalculated 

every time the grid changes (filter conditions etc). If Auto is not active and the grid 

changes, a "recalculate" button appears in the window to indicate the figures are not 

current and allowing the user to determine when the recalculation occurs
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Selects the grid to link with this Statistics window

Sets the type of Statistics to be calculated and appropriate parameters

Creates a duplicate copy of this Statistics window (useful if multiple Statistics need to be 

calculated from the same Grid)

Renames the Statistics window (note that names of each window must be unique)
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Chapter: Statistics > 

Properties

Four types of Statistics can be calculated and each one can be calculated for all the data rows displayed in the grid or separately calculated for for groups 

of rows. If the "Group By" is set to be the right-most field (and hence the grouping is effectively single rows), the detail data underneath the grid cell is 

used in the calculation.

The possible row fields for Grouping are listed in the drop-down menu:
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Chapter: Statistics > 

Descriptive Statistics

While these can also be displayed my choosing appropriate measure or total calculations in a grid, it can sometimes be useful to collect these in a separate 

window.

Select the required data columns from the current grid and then choose the statistics to be displayed.

For example, using the Country test data:
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Chapter: Statistics > 

Curve Fitting

A least-squares approach is used to fit the desired model to the selected X and Y variables. Sample descriptive statistics can be displayed for the two 

variables as well.

Available models
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Chapter: Statistics > 

Testing

Statistical testing determines whether an hypothesis can be accepted or rejected. In the standard tests, the figures refer to the probability of accepting 

the null hypothesis.

The Alpha level is the probability below which the null hypothesis will be rejected (i.e. if the probability of collecting the data as presented given the null 

hypothesis is too low, it can be concluded that the null hypothesis is not valid)

Types of test

Test Purpose NULL hypothesis

ANOVA Check if there are any significant differences between groups No difference

Normality Test if the data follows a normal distribution It is normal
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Mann-Whitney Checks if two populations are the same (more efficient that t-test for 

non-normal populations)

They are the same

T-Test Checks if two samples are the same (assuming they come from 

normally distributed populations)

They are the same

Chi Square Check if the difference between the sets of data could have arisen 

by chance 

No difference between data 

sets
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Chapter: Statistics > 

Models

The modelling section allows a range of techniques to be used to determine parameters beyond the scope of the Least Squares Curve Fitting approach.

Model Purpose

Multiple Linear Regression This fits a linear model with more than one independent variable. If the 

variables have roughly equal magnitudes, the coefficients can give a clue as to 

the relative importance of each variable in determining the dependent value.
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Principal Component 

Analysis
PCA attempts to modify the data set to reduce the number of key variables. 

The results show the eigenvalues for each component (the larger the 

eigenvalue, the more significant the component. Typically, components with 

eigenvalues less than 0.l10 are discarded as producing “noise”). Once the 

number of important factors is known, this can be used in a multiple linear 

regression scenario to build a constrained model.

Partial Least Squares If there are more variables than data, a Multiple Linear Regression model 

cannot be applied, yet it could easily be that there are only a few important 

components and these could be used to create a model. PLS combines the 

tools of PCA to reduce the number of factors and MLS to determine a possible 

linear model for limited data.

PLS Cross Validate To apply PLS properly, a guess needs to be made of the number of key 

components. PLS Cross Validate uses the data to check each combination of 

factors and produces an error estimate for each value. The one that produces 

the lowest error estimate should be the used as the number of factors in 

determining the PLS coefficients. This can take a fair bit of time to calculate 

depending upon the amount of data and number of columns in the grid.
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Chapter: Dashboard > 

Dashboard Features

A Dashboard is a window that the user can design to display selected information as well as some interactive elements.

Dashboards can be exported into their own file-type and SimpleCube Pro comes bundled with a separate viewer program that allows reading (but not 

editing) dashboard files.

Each Dashboard contains a number of pages allowing a flexible user experience.

A wide range of controls can be placed on a dashboard, including interactive filters to modify what is displayed:

Standard

• Text label

• HTML label (also allows data to be displayed)
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• HTML Memo (also allows data to be displayed)

• Circular gauge

• Progress bar

• Group box to separate components (has title)

• Panel to visually separate components

• Page Control (allows multiple tabs to be displayed)
• Grid to display data

• Chart to display data

Additional

• Smiley - three state image display based on data

• Traffic light - three (R,Y,G) or 5 (R, RY, Y, YG, G) state display based upon data

• Image loaded from a separate file, so useful for company logos, background images

• Shape colour and shape can be changed based upon data or just pre-set
• Bevel to visually separate components 

Data

• DashSlice holds a certain slice of the data cube for display in a grid or chart

• LinkRow links to a DashSlice and shows just one row / column value. This is used for data aware components other than grids and charts.

• StatisticsComponent calculates statistics based upon the linked grid and allows these to be displayed in a HTML Memo

Filters - these allow the user to interact with the data displayed on the Dashboard

• Filter Manager - this manages a group of filters and all DashSlices that use the same manager will show the same filtering

• Filter Combo - shows a drop down list of one dimension. Filtering restricts the data to the single value

• Filter Check combo - shows a drop down list of one dimension which can have multiple selections shown by check boxes

• Check list - list box showing the items in a dimension and allows filtering to be set by checking the desired entries.
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Chapter: Dashboard > 

Menu items

Three commands apply to the selected dashboard and the fourth (Export) allows one or more to be selected for exporting.

Opens the dashboard layout editor which allows controls to be 

positions, data selected and colours / properties assigned

Creates a copy of the current dashboard with the same 

components

Allows the current dashboard to be renamed

Creates an export file containing any selected dashboards (not 

just the current one)

Right-clicking on a dashboard window brings up the following menu:

Design page .. duplicates the functionality of the "Layout" button.

The other menu items affect the pages within the dashboard window.
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Chapter: Dashboard > 

Layout Ediitor

Object menu - arrange, align, resize, general properties

Displays the properties of the selected object

Component palette showing what can be added to the 

dashboard screen
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Working space - the size of the white space is the same as the 

size of the dashboard form

To add a component, click on the appropriate icon and then click somewhere on the working space. Click on the pointer to return to selection mode without 

adding a new component.

Usually the component can be resized, so clicking and dragging in one operation can be used to position and size the desired component.

A label has been added and now the object is selected and the properties are listed on the left-hand panel.
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Chapter: Dashboard > 

Object Menu

Once an object is selected, all the buttons become active.

Saves the changes made and closes the dashboard layout 

editor

Reverts to the original dashboard layout before any edits

Cut the object to the clipboard

Copy the object to the clipboard

Paste a new object from the clipboard

Delete the selected object(s)

Select All Objects

Lock the position and size of the selected object

Align selected object to the grid

Show the alignment palette

Align selected objects

Resize selected objects

Modify the tab order of selected objects

Hide / Show non-visual components (such as data sources)

Right-clicking on the selected item(s) brings up a menu
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All of these items apart from the "Bring to Front" and "Send to Back" can also be accessed from the Object Menu bar.
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Chapter: Dashboard > 

Property Editor

The property editor lists the properties of the selected item and allows these to be changed.

The left-hand column holds the name of the property.

If there is a  next to the name, it indicates there are sub-properties which can be viewed by 

clicking on the .

The right-hand column holds the current value for each property and clicking in one of these boxes 

activates the property editor for that property. 

Text property - the property editor allows any text to be typed. The changes are stored when 

<Enter> is pressed or the mouse is clicked outside of the editor.

Extended text - the property editor has a button at the far right . Clicking this 

button brings up a larger space to enter text. This also allows multiple lines to be entered.

Drop-down list - if the property can only hold one of certain items, a combobox will be displayed to 

allow the selection. (For example:  )

Object properties - these are indicated with a  in the property editor (they may also have a  

next to their name as they could contain subproperties). Clicking the  button brings up an object 

dialog.

Special property editors

Colour - a colour can be selected from a drop-down list or a 6 digit hex value ($RRGGBB) can be typed in to specify the colour directly.

For example, $FFFFFF is pure white, $FF0000 is pure red, $AAFFAA is light green.

Sets - some properties hold a set of flags that can be on or off. These are indicated with a  and when expanded resolve to a list on True/False 
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properties. Set the desired items to True to have them in the list.

Links to other components - these are shown in a different text colour and allow certain components to be linked together. The property editor shows a 

drop-down list which contains any suitable components that can be linked. Data, Filter, Grid and Chart components all have link properties.
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Chapter: Dashboard > 

Standard

Text label

HTML label (also allows data to be displayed)

HTML Memo (also allows data to be displayed)

Circular gauge

Progress bar

Group box to separate components (has title)

Panel to visually separate components

Page Control (allows multiple tabs to be displayed)

Grid to display data

Chart to display data
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Chapter: Dashboard > 

Additional

Smiley - three state image display based on data

Traffic light - three (R,Y,G) or 5 (R, RY, Y, YG, G) state display based upon data

Image loaded from a separate file, so useful for company logos, background images

Shape: colour and shape can be changed based upon data or just pre-set

Bevel to visually separate components 
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Chapter: Dashboard > 

Data

DashSlice holds a certain slice of the data cube for display in a grid or chart

LinkRow links to a DashSlice and shows just one row / column value. This is used for data 

aware components other than grids and charts.

StatisticsComponent calculates a set of statistics for the linked DashSlice and allows these 

values to be displayed in an HTML Memo
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Chapter: Dashboard > 

Filters

Filters - these allow the user to interact with the data displayed on the Dashboard

Filter Manager - this manages a group of filters and a DashSlice that use the same manager 

will show the filtering from all the fields

Filter Combo - shows a drop down list of one dimension. Filtering restricts the data to the 

single value

Filter Check combo - shows a drop down list of one dimension which can have multiple 

selections shown by check boxes

Check list - list box showing the items in a dimension and allows filtering to be set by 

checking the desired entries.

Fixed Filter - this is a non-visual component that allows a pre-set blocking of certain items. 

The designer can thus limit data that is viewed irrespective of the visual filter choices.

Filter Manager setup

In a typical situation, a filter manager will be connected to a DashSlice and one or more filter objects. The filter objects will determine the subset of data 

sent by the DashSlice to a display control such as a Grid, Chart or HTML_Memo

Note that a FilterManager can be associated with only one DashSlice, but can be linked to many Filter objects as each Filter can manager different fields.

If multiple filters are connected to the FilterManager, the default arrangement will let each filter show all possible values for its field. The user may find that 

selecting some values causes no change in the data sent on by the DashSlcie as another filter setting has filtered that item already. To make this clearer 

for the end user, Filters can be "chained" together. Filters higher up the chain determine what values are displayed in lower filter lists making it easier for 

the user to select valid combinations of field values.
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In this diagram, the bottom filter has its FilterChain property pointing to the 

middle filter. The top filter is not part of the chain.

Now, when the filter value of the middle filter is changed, the bottom filter will 

only show values (drop down list or checklist) that are relevant.

The top filter, though, will still show the user all possible values for its field even 

though some may not be relevant as their data would be filtered out by one of 

the other filters.

Filter Managers can also be linked together allowing one filter setting to determine the data displayed in multiple slices or to provide a master-detail type of 

view between two DashSlices.

In this diagram, the bottom FilterManager has its ManagerChain property 

pointing to the top one.

This forces the bottom DashSlice to have a base filtering of that 

determined by the top FilterManager and any other filtering its Filter object 

provides is a further refinement.
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In this diagram, the bottom and top FilterManager have their 

ManagerChain property pointing to the central one.

This forces both DashSlices to have the same base filtering produced 

by the two filter objects attached to the central FilterrManager.

This can be useful for displaying a variety of slices of data that are all 

relevant to the same subset (eg: one grid could be showing the sales 

figures for a filtered set of regions and a chart could be displaying item 

quantities for the same regions).
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